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A Poisonous Thorn
in Our Hearts

How South Sudan Won the
Longest War but Lost the Peace

Sudan and South Sudan’s Bitter
and Incomplete Divorce

Peter Martell

James Copnall
NEW UPDATED EDITION

A beautifully written first-hand account of
how bitter and deadly rivalries dashed the
hopes of the world’s newest nation.

‘Martell reveals the foundation of his insightful, precise reports: a deep, first-hand

A first-hand account that offers an
even-handed, insightful perspective on
the creation of South Sudan and a bleak
assessment of its future.’ — Financial Times

knowledge, stuffed with insightful research, delightful details and searing lessons.’

‘Copnall offers a compelling picture of the complex ways in which people’s interests and
aspirations are interwoven, and sometimes conflict, across the Sudans. An excellent book.’

— Alex Perry, author of The Rift

— Times Literary Supplement

‘This is a remarkable piece of work. It manages to pull off the rare feat of being both
meticulously-researched and extremely accessible.’

‘A clear, lucid and comprehensive book that fills an important gap by explaining these
two countries. Copnall is measured, perceptive and notably fair-minded.’

— Michela Wrong, author of Borderlines

— David Blair, The Telegraph

Peter Martell has reported from South Sudan for more than a decade, including as the BBC
correspondent in Juba for the three key years around independence. He later ran AFP’s East
Africa bureau as its news editor.

James Copnall is the BBC’s Africa Editor. He was the BBC Sudan correspondent from 2009-12,
covering South Sudan’s independence, the Darfur war, rebellions, and clashes between the
Sudans. He has reported from over 20 African countries.
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The New Kings
of Crude
China, India, and the Global
Struggle for Oil in Sudan
and South Sudan
Luke Patey
Patey offers a portrait of the challenges China
and India are increasingly facing as emerging
powers in the world.
‘Patey’s book has pen-portraits of the individuals who spearheaded and maintained
exploration programmes in Sudan, the “new kings of crude” who may yet have a role in
trying to quell the violence in the two Sudans.’ — The Economist

‘An intricately researched book … Patey’s mastery of the subject is clear, and this longform analysis is a welcome addition to a surprisingly empty bookshelf on the subject.’

South Sudan
From Revolution to Independence
Matthew Arnold
Matthew LeRiche

and

A story of transformation and of victory
against the odds, this book reviews South
Sudan’s modern history as a contested region
and assesses the political, social and security
dynamics that will shape its immediate future as Africa’s newest independent state.
‘This is an essential piece of reading for any scholars, policymakers and practitioners
with an interest in the Horn of Africa. Exceptionally well-researched.’
— LSE Review of Books

‘An important and insightful early examination of the country which will be useful
for scholars and policy-makers alike.’
— International Affairs

— Think Africa Press
Matthew Arnold is an academic and aid worker specialising in post-conflict reconstruction and
the co-author of Militias and the Challenges of Post-Conflict Peace.

Luke Patey is a senior researcher at the Danish Institute for International Studies. He has written
for The Guardian and The Hindu, and is co-editor of Sudan Looks East: China, India, and the Politics
of Asian Alternatives.

Matthew LeRiche has a PhD from KCL and has been living and working in South Sudan and the
region since 2004. He is currently a Fellow in Managing Humanitarianism at the LSE.
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